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4*1

A complete systems engineering metnod is presented wnih /10

provides a missing frame of reference an'd a procedure including

nov measurement units which quantifies and simplifies the eva lua-

tion of piloted aircraft systems tested in flight or the systems

evaluation of any man operated vehicle or machine tested in its

operational environment.

New pilot rating procedues, PRP, and new engineering cal-

culation procedure, ECP, stre presented comparing the test air-

craft configuration ratings and measures with a chosen standard

aircraft configuration using non-dimensional logarithmic units

termed decivals, dV.

A system evaluation equation is presented which quantifies

and describes the relationship between the flight test pilot

ratings and the measured flight test data. This method may be

used for evaluation purposes during system designs test, certi-

fication of airworthiness and flight safety evalations to deter-

mine the aircraft in flight man-machine pilot-aircraft (operator

vehicle) operating system relationship:

/ n
r n nte - ECPtest (1)

PR~sa ki ECPgtd)

The answer trl) how good the aircraft or vehicle is, regarding

the operationally defined system evaluation goal, given an

engineering calculation procedure ECP measure and (2) given a



pilot or operator rating procedure PRP rating what should the

9CPumeasure4 value be is provided by the above equation in

l garithmic form as follows:

10 lo/ \.~es k2 + n 10 log(EC~test (2)
\ pstd / \,CP*j '

The effectiveness of the completed system evaluation mity

be determined by the product moment correlation coefficient,

SECP obtained and APRP . ECP showing the amount of

comon variance between pilot ratings and f1.ght test data.
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ZNTRODUCTION

A system is defined as any machine or tool including all

modes of transportation vehicles, or their roadways, aerospace-,

ways, and seaways, or signs and signals used by man to attain

some goal. All systems include the effects of the .:,anging

man-made or natural environment in which they are used and

operated in real life and real time.

There are therefore a great many extraordinarily different

kinds of systems, all of these systems may be evaluateO to

determine exactly how useful they are in attaining the various

goals that have been set for them. It can be seen that this

depends on the experience or ability of the user or operator

and the characteristics of the machine or tool or vehicle or

roadway or sign or signal and the changing man-made and natural

environwnt in which it is used or operated in real life and

real time.

There is therefore a great need for an objective and reli-

able method of evaluating systems. There is at the present

time no complete unifying method which provides a frame of

reference, and which defines, quantifies and describes the re-

lationship between the criteria for evaluation and the observable

and measureable data regarding the system performance in

attaining its set goal.
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Today there are many ways to describe and evaluate the

separate and component parts of the system. For example there

are mathematical models of the human operator behavior which

are summarized and explained in Reference 1 and in the numerous

references cited therein.

There are many excellent rating scales such as the

Cooper-Harper pilot rating of aircraft handling qualities

describe4 in Reference 2 and its references lead the reader

to other methods available for obtaining pilot ratings( 2)*

A sumary of the definition and measurement of perceptual

and mental workload is contained in Reference 3 which points

out that the common method of assessing handling qualities

relies on the subjective opinion of experienced test pilots(3).

Reference 1 emphasizes that these subjective pilot opinions

have proved to be quite reliable but that they are sometimes

difficult to use for design purposes. It also stresses that

the ultimate goal In building systems engineering models of

operator behavior is to use these models in the evaluation

of aircraft handling qualities essential for flight operations.

Of utmost importance is the acknowledgement that these

handling qualities are vital for flight safety(l).



But there is a severe limitation pointed out in Reference 1

regarding these engineering models which have been postulated

to date, quote:

"A rather severe limitation of both engineering models

liis in the fact that they lack a direct connection with

the pilot's subjective opinion of the workload involved

in a given control situation. In the end it is this

expert opinion, which decides on the acceptability, or

otherwise, of an aspect of the aircraft's handling quali-

ties. There exists, as yet, no generally applicable

method to derive the pilot's workload from the parameters

of the engineering model. There are serious doubts

whether such a method will ever be developed.

An explanation of this very real shortcoming of most

existing engineering models is considered to lie in the

fact that such models portray primarily the contiol

aspect of the human operators activities, thereby ignor-

ing or bypassing the equally important mental activities

of data processing and decision making (4 ). It seems,

therefore, that there is a need for new developments,

explicitly combining into a single mathematical widel

the internal mental processes of data handling and

decision making going on in the human brain, with the

more overt control activities previously discussed.



It turns out to be a truly interdisciplinary study

for which an accepted frame of reference has not yet

been established, and iteration between rather general

hypothesis, test of methods, and detailed analysis is

necessary."

This report is intended to present ideas which proviJe the

missing frame of reference for the total system description,

analysis and evaluation. This is accomplished by quantifying

the component parts of a system as defined in the first para-

graph of the introduction and the degree of relationship between

the test user, operator, pilot, driver ratings, and the

measured test system input and output performance data.

This method allows the system evaluator to first opera-

tionally define his system evaluation goals and then conduct a

systems evaluation which determines how good are the measured

test data as well as how good are the test user, operator, pilot

driver ratings. Of utmost importance is the fact that the

method allows the evaluator to determine by quantifying it

exactly how good is the final system evaluation.

____6



PROCEDUM

The criteria presented for determining the effectiveness

of a completed piloted aircraft system evaluation is the degree

of correlation of flight test pilot ratings PRP with engineering

calculations procedure ECP measures AwpR P * ECP* The higher the

q product-moment correlationApRP . ECP, the better the engineer-

ing calculating procedures ECP, selected are in predicting the

combined or selected system characteristics being evaluated. In

like manner, the higher the correlation the more confidence

that may be placed in the validity and reliability of the flight

test pilot (operator) ratings.

The new flight test pilot rating procedure, PRP, presented

is based on the average of the logarithms of the pilot (operator)

magnitude estimation ratings of total mental and physical workload

due to the handling qualities and performance characteristics of

the aircraft (vehicle) during a time segment of a selected or

required critical flight (road, sea, space) operation. This

rating, PRPtest of the test configuration is reference a given

standard aircraft configuration with known measured handling

qualities and performance characteristics, i.e., measured and

critical flight operation which is given a, PRPstd pilot mental

and physical workload rating of 10. If the test aircraft con-

figuration requires twice the amount of the pilots mental and

physical workload, in comparison to the standard configuration,

the pilot would rate it as having a PRP of 20. If one-half, the

pilot would rate it as having a PRPtest of 5, etc. If less



than one-half, ratings of 1 through 4 are available for des-

cribing the test configuration workload. In similar fashion

ratings of 21 through 40 dscribe workload increasing from

double to four times the selected standard workload.

The new pilot rating procedure is therefore stated

mathematically as follows:

PRP - 10 log (P.Ptest/PRPstd). decivals, dV. (3)

This method provides a pilot rating continuum from zero or a

rating of the test configuration as being identical with the

standard configuration to an infinite number of ratings.

Ratings in a positive direction indicate a doubling of the

pilot-aircraft system workload for each three decival, dV in-

crease. The negative direction indicates a halving of the

pilot-aircraft system workload for each three decival, dV

decrease.

The new engineering calculation procedures presented may

be stated mathematically as follows: dV

ECP - 10 log iECPtest/ECPstd) decivals, dV. (4)

The logarithmic units, 10 log (ECPtest/ECPstd) and 10 log

(PRPtest/PRPstd) used in t-his system evaluaion method are

termed "decivals, dV" as they are 10 times the log base 10 of

the ratio of the selected ECP and PRP system evaluation units

for the test aircraft configuration compared to the chosen

standard aircraft coifiguration.
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In this way a doubling or halving of the ECP or PRP

of the test configuration ratio with the chosen standard

configuration results in a z3 decival, 3 dv, increase or de-

crease as 10 times 16g 2 a 10 x 0.3 = 3 dV and 10 log (1/2) =

10 x -0.3 = -3 dv.

Each ECP is selected to quantify a known outstanding ori-

*• tical characteristic of the operating system such as integra-

tion of the pound-seconds of force exerted.by the pilot on the

flight controls about the pitch, roll, and yaw c. is of the

aircraft during the time segment of a selected flight opera-

tion which may later be shown to correlate highly witb the

pilots ratings of physical workload. In like manner, the inte-

gration of the number of bits of information transmitted per

second by the primary flight instruments during the time segment

of the selected flight operation may later be shown to correlate

with the pilots rating of mental workload.

Each ECP is therefore a non-dimensional logarithmic ratio

of the selected critical system characteristic ECPtest to the

same critical system characteristic of the selected standard

aircraft configuration ECPstd. This is a very important part

of this new system evaluation procedure as it provides a means

of converting all critical systems characteristics to non-

dimensional logarithmic ratios of selected critical test con-

figuration characteristics corapared to the same critical

standard configuration characteristics under identical test

conditions. Note well that this non-dimensional nature of

9



all the system ECPs permits the combination of all selected

critical system ECPs into a single integrated ECP for the

time segment of the selected flight operation. This is

accomplished by summing them logarithmically:

1 a0 l (antlo i E1/10 + antilog EM2/l0 .... + antilog ",/ 10) (5)

It is important to note that pilot ratings PRI are also

non-dimensional as they are 10 times the log of the ratio of

the test aircraft configuration to the selected standard con-

figuration, PRPtest/PRPstd. Pilot ratings obtained during the

same time segment of the selected flight operation for both

the test and the standard aircraft configurations, therefore,

provide a summary PRP teat pilot rating which corresponds to

the summary ECP flight test data calculations. It is the

degree of correlationAPRP  ECP of these values obtained

from a suitable number of pilots which determines how effective

the selected system evaluation ECP measures are in describing

the characteristics of the operating system as rated by the

test pilots.

The test pilot ratings obtained during the chosen time

period of the selected flight operation are the accepted

criteria for determining the actual real-life, real-time

characteristics of the test aircraft in its flight environment.

As the PRP and ECP measures are a log X log Y relation-

ship, it can be assumed and proven subsequently by inspection

that their relationship is rectilinear and that a straight

10



regression line equation established by the method of least

squares through the plotted values obtained i each test

flight (or flight similator test) provides the answer to how

good is the aircraft given an ECP:

10 UVi =std) k + n 10 log (tec std) (6)

The number and type of ECP measures chosen for an *valu-

ation may vary from one measureable characteristic of the

piloted-aircraft system made during the time period of the

selected flight operation to several which may be examined

individually, in pairs and all possible combinations. The

effectiveness of any individual ECP measureable piloted-aircraft

system characteristic may be determined by its degree of

correlation with the PRP flight test pilot ratings obtained.

Those with low correlations may be rejected while those which

correlate highly may be retained for further system evaluation.

The goal is to obtain through flight and simulator test

experience those ECP measures which provide the highest corre-

lation with the flight test pilot ratings.

There are two significant types of ECP measures available

for use by the systems engineer. One is a peak measure which

is the maximum value obtained by integration over

the complete time period of the values sampled approximately

every 0.5 or 1.0 second.

11



Previous psychoacoustic test experience has showm that

the time integrated measures of cockpit sound pressure and

frequency provide higher correlation with pilot ratings of

cockpit perceived sound level than maximum peak measures. (5) The

pilot may, therefore, be asked to rate and the engineer

measure the total changing situation over a chosen time period

of a selected critical flight operation as well as the peak

value occuring during that time period.

Some of the possible measureable ECP characteristics of

the piloted-aircraft system made during the chosen time period

of the selected flight operation include pilot-aircraft flight

control induced physical workload; pilot-aircraft primary

flight instrument display induced mental workload; total in

flight system pilot-aircraft induced mental and physical

workload; pilot-ATC system-aircraft navigation communication

display and control induced mental and physical workload;

pilot-aircraft flight operational environment induced workload

(turbulence, wind shear, visibility, IFR, VFR, Noise, Vibration,

Cockpit lighting) and pilot-aircraft induced workload due to

theu aircraft handling quality-performance descriptors such

as: dutch-roll, adverse yaw, longitudinal stability, lift

over drag ratios L/D in different flap, gear, slot, trim

configurations, etc., thrust to weight ratios T/W, etc. As

12
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they ultimately become available with the operation of all

systems, the aircraft accident, flight safety statistics over

time for the various critical flight operations such as takeoff

and approach to landing, etc., will provide the most signifi-

cant potential ECP.

The degree of correlation of any of the above ECP measures

with tho PRP pilot ratings obtained during flight tests or

flight simulator tests for a time period of a selected flight

operation determines their suitability for retintion and con-

sideration in the final ECP measures included in the final

system evaluation.

All PRP pilot ratings and ECP calculation procedures are

logarithmic ratios between the test aircraft configuration and

the chosen standard of reference for all ratings and measures,

a given standard aircraft configuration, during a time period

of a selected flight operation flown under identical or as

constant as practicable test conditions.

All flight test pilots will have experience and sufficient

training in the selected standard aircraft configuration during

the time period of the selected flight operation and constant

flight test conditions to assure high reliability and confidence

in their ratings.

All system evaluation ECP and PRP measures are calculated ii,

logarithmic form and so may be integrated over time for levels

13



sampled at discrete time intervals of for example (0.5)

one-half second. The working expression becomes:

k -d PRP /10
4t (k)

SPRP 10 log 10 + 10 log At (7)

k 0

pIc d
At ECP /10

(k)
IECP -10 log 10 + 10 log At (8)

whee dis he km 0

where d is the time duration in seconds during which ECP (PRP) is

measured and At is the time interval between the ECP samples.

Note well that ECP(k) is as defined by Equation Number 4, i.e.,

10 log (ECPtest/ECPstd)*

The psychological set of the flight test pilots, that is

the operational definition of the system evaluation goals

determines the outcome of the evaluation. The psychological

set of the pilots is based on the operational definitions used

in the system evaluation which define precisely what is being

evaluated. The set adopted should be maintained throughout

for rating both the standard and the test aircraft configura-

tions. The possible sets include but are not limited to the

following:

(1) The whole or total operationally defined pilot-aircraft

system workload induced by the aircraft configuration

during a chosen time period of a selected flight opera-

tion such as an ILS or MLS approach to Dulles Inter-

national Airport.
14



(2) The operationally defined physical workload only asso-

ciated with movement of the flight controls and inte-

gration over time of the pound-seconds of force about

the pitch, roll and yaw axis.

(3) The operationally defined mental workload only associated

with the primary flight instruments and integration

over time of the bits of i:iformation transmitted per

second by these instruments.

(4) The operationally defined mental and physical workload

of (3) and (4) above; combined in decival, dV eystem

evaluation logarithmic units.

(5) Other psychological sets operationally defined according

to the system evaluation goals. For example: System

evaluation of any subsystem change such as: new active

flight controls; new primary flight instruments such

as electronic altitude director indicator changes; ATC

Communications-Navigation changes; new collision avoid-

ance or data link changes, etc., which change pilot

mental and phys4ical maximum peak workload or workload

over time.

The degree of effectiveness of the final system evaluation

resulting from the selection of appropriate system engineering

calculation procedure ECP measures in evaluating the piloted

aircraft or any human operated system's performance can be de-

15



termined by the ECP correlation with the pilot ratings, i.e.

by the value of the positive or negative product moment

correlation coefficient /PRP ECP as follows:

TABLE 1. INTERPRETATION OF SYSTEM EVALUATION RESULTS

AOPRF . ECP SYSTEM EVALUATION RESULTS PRP . ECP*

0.9 to 1.0 Very High 81 to 100%
s 0.78 to0.89 High 61 to 80%

0.64 to 0.77 Moderate 41 to 60%

0.46 to 0.63 Low 21 to 40%

0.00 to 0.45 Very Low 0 to 20%

*The amount of variance in test pilot ratings PRP that
is common to or that is in agreement with the variance
in the chosen engineering calculation procedure ECP
test data.

A detailed explanation of the product-moment correlation

coefficient and the interpretation of correlation upon which

the above Table 1 is based is contained in Reference 6,

Pages 79-106.

An example of system evaluation results and the conclusions

that may be drawn are presented in Figure 1.

An example of the major steps to be taken in conducting

a systems evaluation is cntained in Appendix B.
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The chosen or 'given' standard aircraft configuration is

selected for comparison purposes of both the pilot or operators

ratings and the flight test measures obtained for the test

configuration. If the comparison or standard aircraft con-

figuration is one with which the test pilots are already

familiar and readily available for flights, this simplifies

both the choice of a standard and the problem of learning its

performance characteristics.

The standard configuration is not presented as anything

other than a baseline for comparison with the test aircraft

configuration for both pilot rating PRP and enginee'irg calcu-

lation procedure RCP purposes. It provides the potential means

by which various flight test data as different as apples and

oranges are turned into non-dimnsional logarithmic ratio units

termed decivals dV and thereby these at first seemingly dif-

ferent types of measures may be combined by logarithmic summa-

tion.

This provides the opportunity to ultimately discover by

repeated tests and exercise of this system evaluation method

the most important ECP measures. These measures will be the

sum of the flight test measured data parts which make up the

,11ole pilot rating of the aircraft performance. These most

rportant flight test measures when combined have the highest

correlation with the test pilot ratings.



Pilot ratings obtained during flight tests may Lo ratings

of maximum peak workload which occurs during the selected flight

segment such as an instrument landing system ILS approach. It

may also be necessary to obtain the pilot ratings of workload

obtained at different times on different flight segments. In

this case a pilot rating of total workload integrated over time

may be computed by using Equation 7.

The correlation of the PRP ratings with Cooper-Harper

pilot ratings may also be deteimined. It will be possible to

then compare the Cooper-Harper ratings obtained on the comparison

or standard aircraft with those for the test aircraft. Using

the logarithm of the Cooper-Harper ratings will permit the

checking of the flight test results and the possibility that

the Fresent I through 10 rating scale is somewhat logarithmic.

A regression line established by the method of least squares

will quantify the log linear relationship between the two scales.

Preliminary paper and pencil tests (7) show that their is a

logarithmic linear relationship between the pilots or rater's

Judgement of workload doubling and the Cooper-Harper scale

especially in the mid-scale 4, 5, and 6 ratings. There is pre-

sently not enough workload described by ratings near the

good end (present xatings of 1, 2, and 3) and possibly too much

at the bad end (7, 8, 9, and 10) to meet a perfect logarithmic

linear relationship with the riters judgement of the rate at

which workload is doubling as presently described by the 1

through 10 descriptive language associated with each numerical

rating. (Test (7) results are contained in Appendix A.)

19



This could be achieved by psychometric scaling of the

descZiptive language and should be considered in future modi-

f i ations of these types of pilot ratings which use descrip-
ive language. The descriptive language in each of the

rating choices 1 through 10 would be 0.1 one-tenth logarithmic

distance, i.e. relative rate of increasing workload as follows:

log R: 0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0

R : 1. 1.26 158 2. 2.5 3.16 4.0 5.0 4.31 8.00 10.0

(Relative
Rate of
Increasing
Workload)

Note that in this scale the workload doubles every third

descriptive rating of workload and aircraft handling qualities.

It is interesting to note that when workload has increased

10 times over some minimum or ideal workload situation that it

is a disaster and the aircraft is uncontrollable. Workload
lr

must be kept at levels ideally below the doubling and certainly

the quadrupling of the minimum or ideal workload level where

R - 1.0 and log R = 0.

This emphasizes the need to increase the numbex of descrip-

tive ratings presently available to the test pilots at the

good or low workload end of the scale and the development of a

truly logarithmic descriptive language scaling of workload

and handling qualities of aircraft.



F
The ideas regarding system evaluation and pilot ratings

presented here are intended to supplement rather than replace

the present Cooper-Harper system of rating atrcraft and both

types of pilot ratings would be obtained as well as other

methods not discussed herein which then may be compared.

In fact to test this method, the following may be carried

out not only for future tests but in the analysis of past

recorded flight test results which include both pilot ratings

and measures which are available for two or more aircraft.

The decival values would be computed for the pilot ratings

and flight test measures using one aircraft chosen arbitrarily

as the comparison or standard and the other as the test air-
£€'Hest is determined

craft. The decival value of 10 log C-Htetidtrie
I-C standard

for each test pilot and compared with the decival value of

10 log S.test 1 for appropriate measured flight test data.
ECPstandardl

The degree of correlation of the decival pilot ratings with

the decival flight test measures will aid in the choice of

future flight teat measurements and procedures.

21 I
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Where changing environmental variables are of concern

as to their effects on the system including pilot or operator

workload and the handling qualities of the aircraft or vehicle

then the test variable becomes the logarithmic ratio of an

environmental change with time compared to a chosen standard

condition.

The decival value of the environmental change ENV

10 log test may be computed and compared with the PRPt~std1J
decival pilot ratings by computing their correlation coefficient,

A PRP • ENV, obtained for these same environmental test and
standard conditions. The environmental conditions may be man

made or natural for example: changing airport, runway, approach

lighting methods, or the amount of turbulence or wind-shear

for repeated ILS approaches by the same piloted-aircraft. For

road vehicles, one may test the differences in roadways and

strive to learn from driver ratings and handling quality mea-

sures why there are more accidents for left-hand highway curves

compared to right-hand curves. Other examples of conditions

which might be tested in this way include the effects of dif-

ferent kind of roadway signs and signal methods as well as the

effects of weather such as rain, snow, ice on the road safety

of the nationaL highway system.

22



Regarding future system models, it is interesting to note

that the relationship between pilot response and system output

measures having high correlation with each other based on the

proposed system evaluation method may be used in developing

and improving system models.

In the crossover, optimum control and other system models

pilot response is equal to 10 log fPPtest decivals and the

Lystd4

System output is expressed as 10 log test decivals.
BC std

The nature of the units of pilot response and system output

flowing through the system model are non-dimensional logarithmic

ratios of pilot response and system output of the system being

modeled, i.e., the test system uompared to a "given" or chosen

standard system. This represents how the pilot or operator

responds to the displays of system output in the feedback

loop. He is comparing how the new or test aircraft, vehicle,

machine or tool responds compared to a known or learned standard

system with which he has prior experience. This is suggestive

of an approach to also modeling how the operator learns based

. on his experience with one system compared to another.
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The degree of proficiency of the operators of systems

being evaluated is usually a problem. In the present method

the test subjects may have varying degrees of proficiency

as they will be rating their workload on a test system relative

to a standard system. Their ratings are, therefore, relative

to the same degree of proficiency used to perform the selected

operation evaluated for both the standard system and the test

system. All test operator ratings and teat measures are therefore

equally useful for system evaluation purposes as long as the

degree of proficieacy is such that the test operators can

perform the selected operations being evaluated from begin-

ning to end on the test and standard systems.

Another advantage of this system evaluation method is that

it can be used to assure that new evolving systems are im-

provements over previous systems as to their handling qualities

and operator workload. These are factors which have a direct

bearing on safety. The improvement or departure of new

systems from old systems with known records of safety can

easily be established early in the design stage. Continued

use of this method will identify those engineering calculation

procedures or measures which have correlated the best with

past system performance ratings. These will be the best

predictors of the future systems performance. Later in the

design process the method may be used in simulation tests and

continued with tests of the prototype and first operational

vehicles.
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M EXAMPLE OF A SYSTEM VALUATION

The following example is one made-up by the author to desonstrate the

system evaluation procedure more clearly than mere words. Each step

is outlined Pd pilot ratings and useured data were selected to

demonstrate sa evaluation in whici there is a valid relationship be-

tween the pilot ratings and tho test data, pound-seconds of force.

This is an example only and not to be interpreted as a valid real-

world relationship.

It is interesting to note that the first run of pilot ratings versus

the test data yielded a -0.39 correlation. This demonstrated that the

first selection of paired ratings and test data was indeed a random

sample and there was io significant correlation coefficient or rela-

tionship between them. This say be the outcome of a real-world

test of this method. But it is equally as important to determine

that there is not a relationship between pilot ratings of what is

being evaluated and the selected test data. It eliminates that

Measured system variable and the investigator Must search for those

measured system variables which do correlate with' the pilots ratings.

As these significAdnt relationships are determined they may be used by

everyone and system evaluation will become increasingly simpler and more

realistic than it is today.
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AN EXAMPLE OF A SYSTEMNINEERIN EVALUATION

The systems engineering evaluation is of the physical workload/handling

qualities of a simulator versus the physical workload/handling qualities

of the aircraft simulated.

r -- Because of undesirable pilot induced oscillations

found in the first simulator model the control forces required in the

simulator during an approach were increased by the designer over those

found in the aircraft. This evaluation is to determine first whether

this difference in the simulator workload/handling qualities and the

simulated aircraft is a significant variable in pilot transition

training which is detected by the pilots. Of equal importance is to

determine if pound-seconds of force is a useful measure which correlates

highly with the pilots ratings and which therefore, may be used as a

prediction in future aircraft design and evaluation by the Federal

Aviation Administration (FAA) and the Industry.

Procedure --

StM : The first step is to define operationally what is being

evaluated which sets the system engineering evaluation goals.

System eineering evaluation goal: Do the control forces in the

simulator affect pilot transition training to the simulated

aircraft? Specifically are the increased control forces, measured

in pound-seconds integrated over tim, required in the simulator

to avoid pilot induced oscillations during a standard instrument

approach noticed and rated as such by the pilots after they have

successfully transitioned to the aircraft and obtained actual

flight experience? Operationally defined the question is as

follows: What are the pilot ratings of physical work-
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load in the simulator during a standard instrument approach compared

to a given physical workload rating of 10 in the aircraft? And most

important: Is there a correlation between the chosen measure, total

pound-seconds of force integrated over tiband the pilot ratings

of physical workload?

Step 2: Select the aircraft standard configuation--This is the

real aircraft configuration in flightduring a standard instrument

approach. The standard is seleftedfor comparison purposes only.

It is the configuration whieh has been incorporated in tke simu-

lator and it is the one which the pilots are most familiar with

and obtained flight experienced in and is readily available for

flight.

Step 3: Select the flight test engineering calculation procedure

ECP, measures that will be recorded: The pound-seconds of force

required about the pitch, roll and yaw axes will be integrated over

time to obtain objective measures of the forces actually required:

(1) To fly the selected aircraft standard configuration in actual

flight and () in the simulator from the outer marker to touch-

down and roll-out during a standard instrument approach to the

local airport.

Step 4: Train the p.lots so that they understand what is being

rated as defined in Step 1: What are the magnitude estimation

pilot ratings of physical workload in the simulator during a
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stiandard instrument approach compared to a given physical workload

rating of ten in the aircraft standard configuration selected in

Step 2 and flown under similar conditions on a standard instrument

approach? Pilots are instructed to rate the simulator physical

workload as five if one-half that of the aircraft physical workload

and 20 if doubled with any rating from zero to infinity being avail-

able to quantify their rating of simlator physical workload in

relation to the selected standard aircraft configuration physical

workload given a rating of ten.

St!2 5: Ten pilots fly the selected standard aircraft configuration

and loan during three instrument approaches that the operationally

defined physical workload required to fly the standard instrument

approach from the outer marker to touchdown and roll out is given

a uitude ostination value of ton.

St_ The o sam ton pilots fly three identical instrument approaches

in the simulator which is being evaluated. Each pilot provides his

magnitude estimation judgment of the physical workload required

to fly the flight simulator with its known simulated aircraft

characteristics from the outer marker to touchdown and rollout

compared to the physical workload required to fly the actual

aircraft under identical conditions given a physical workload rating

of ten. If in the pilot's judgement the physical workload in the

simulator is double that required by him to fly the actual approaches

his rating is 20. If one-half his rating is five. Note well: The
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pilot may use any rating from zero to infinity to describe and

most important quantify their ratings on a continuous scale

which is anchored to a known and quantified standard physical

workload.

7: Record the selected test data during the actual flights

and the simulated approaches so that they may be quantified (ECP)

and compared to the pilot ratings (PRP) and their exact relation-

ship to each other determined, i.e., 'APRP . BCP will equal some

number between - 1.0 and 1.0 which quantifies the degree of

relationship to each other determined between the selected and

recorded test data (ECP) and the pilot judgements (PRP).

The selected test data recorded on all approaches in the aircraft

and simlator are the total pound-seconds of force, measured by

electrical transducers, about the pitch, roll and yaw axes into-

grated over time resulting from the pilots control movements

from the outer marker to touchdown and rollout.

St! .8: Compute for each flight and each simulated approach the

total pound-s-tconds of force measured about the three axes from

the outer marker to touchdown and rollout. Determine (1) the

total pound-seconds of force for each pilot during the three

actual flights and (2) the total for each pilot for the three

flights in the simulator, (3) the average total pound-seconds of

force for each pilot and the ratios of the force required in the

simulator cor-"eI to that required in the aircraft.
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Force (pound-seconds) I
Simulator

Force (pound-seconds) Aircraft

(4) Calculate the'logarithm of this ratio and multiply by

ten to obtain the ECP value.

F Force (pound-seconds)
ECP W 10 loglO Simulator

I Force (pound-seconds) Aircraft

The ECP is the Engineering Calculation Procedure used to obtain a

logarithmic continuous non-dimensional measure. (See example, Table 1)

St!e9: In a similar fashion to Step 8 (1) Record for each

simulator test flight, the pilot's magnitude estimation of the

physical workload required to fly the simulator (2) determine

for each pilot the ratio of these magnitude estimation ratings

compared to the aircraft's given iaitude estimation value of

10.

Magnitude "stimation Rating
o to _Simulator3

Given Magnitude Estimation Rating
(10) Aircraft

(3) Calculate the logarithm of this ratio and multiply by 10.

This is the pilot rating, PRP value entered in the last

column of Table 2 for each pilot A through J.

PRP = 10 loglo (M.F. Ratin"simulatorkiven M.E. Rating Aircraft)

i 13

________________________________________________
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AN EXAVLI OF SYSTEM eNGINEERING EVALUATON TST DATA AN RSULTS

ERaineering Calculation Procodures, ICP -- The following data continued

in Table. 1 are the measured test data obtained fror electrical transducers

which measured the total pound-seconds of force required about the pitch,

roll and yaw axes recorded during simulator aM aircraft flights from

the outer marker to touchdown and roll ot.

Table I shows how the measured data are averaged in both the simlator

and aircraft and their ratios obtained, simulator: aircraft, and

converted into 10 log form to obtain ECP values.
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Pilot Rkating Procedmge, MR - The following data contained in Table 2.

are the pilot magnitude eStimation ratings of pilot physical workload

cc~~Wvto iraft, pkyucal vorklot. liven a magniude, eatisatiea

rating of ten. Matings are obtained from the am ton pilats listed

,in Table Ilas pilots A through J.

The, ratio of the average magnitude estimation of physical workload in

the simulator for each pilot compared to the magnitude estimation of

physical wmpkload in the aircraft given a value of ten is calcuated

for eaub pilot. Ton~ times the logarithm of this average, ratio~lO1 log

(aerage MaIo)] gives the pilot rating procedures PIP, value for each

pilot A throtgh J.
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TABLE 2. PILOT NAQM41UDB ESTfMlTION RATINGS OP SD4UWATOR
M1IT1CAL WORKLOAD COWARED TO AIRCRAFT WORKLOAD

GIVM A MUNIMM ESTIMATION .RATING OF TIN

Im LRATIO OF AVERAGE E
___- xRATING SIULATO: GIVEN 10 LoS (AVERAGE RATIO)

PILOTS 1 2 3 AVINE ME RATING AIRCRAFT 10 PRP

A 1 i 21 iS 1.8 2.553

a 16 17 18 17 1,7 2.3

C 22 1S 24 22 2.2 3.424

0 15 1S 21 IS 1.e 2.SS3

a is 19 17 17 1.7 2.3

P 24 20 22 22 2.2 3.424

G 16 21 26 21 2.1 3.22

H 23 20 17 20 2.0 3.01

I 6 21 16 21 2.1 3.22

J 1s 17 16 16 1.7 2.3

An alternative qmntif ie descriptiv system pxformara/opwator, pilot or

owntxoUbr workload %total. mental and physical ef fort; rating pvoo1=P. is

Ir-uuted in Appendix C.
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The relationship or correlation between pilot ratings, PRP and the

engineering measures, ECP, may now be obtained. From this quantified

relationship, two equations based on the least squares fit of the

PR? and WP data may be obtained so as to predict one of these measutres

based on the other.

The magnitude of the relationship may be compared to a table of

correlation coefficients, such as Table D in Reference 6.

According to the number of degrees of freedom, N pairs-l: nine in the

present case, correlations larger than 0.602 and 0.735 could occur

by chance and chance alone only five and one time in a hundred re-

spectively.

Table 3 presents an example of this process.

2
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TAIm s. TiE TEST Op RELATIONSHIP OF MEASURED TEwT DATA,
ECP WITH PILOT RATINGS, PP

NNWER OF
AVERIED
PAI _ PRP BCP RESULTS

1 2.553$ 3.01 J PRP . ECP a O.89*
2 2.3 2.s53 The correlation of pilot ratings with measured

flight test date.
3 3.424 3.29

Eq.1. PRP - 0.647 * 1.161 (ECP)
4 2.553 3.01 Used to predict pilot ratings, PRP, bused on

measured flight test data, ECP.
S 2.3 2.34

Eq.2. ECP w 1.07 * 0.68 (PRP)
6 3.424 3.554 Use to predict mesured flight test data, ECP

based on pilot ratings, PRP.
7 3.22 3.144 2 . 0.892 g
8 3.01 3.01 Cg non variance in ratings and flight test data.

9 3.22 3.29
• Statistical tables such as Table D of

10 2.3 2.75 Refarence 6 show that for 10 pairs of data
the correlation must be greater than 0.73S
to be 99 percent confident that the correlation
is real and did not occur by chance and chance
alone. Because of the 0.89 correlation the
system evaluation is valid and Equation 1 will
be useful to predict pilot ratings of physical
workload based on measured or calculated
total pound-secondsof force values.
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cOScLU1ON8

A system evaluation method is presented which systematizes

and quantifies both PRP pilot rating procedures and ECP

engineering calculation proceduremeasures of system performance

on a logarithmic ratio basis of test aircraft configurations

coMpared to a known selected standard aircraft (vehicle) con-

figuration. The logarithmic units 10 log (ECPtest/ECPstd) and

10 std ) used in this system evaluation methoc

are termed "decivals, dV" as they are 10 times the log base

10 of the ratio of the ECP and PPP values obtained during

teats for the test aircraft configuration compared to the

chosen standard aircraft configuration.

The system evaluation is for chosen time periods of

selected flight operations which are critical to flight safety,

such as may occur during takeoff, or approach to landing and

may include emergency engine failure, flight control or instru-

ment malfunction conditions. System equations are presented

which answer the qluestion as to how good is the test configura-

tion in relaticn to the known standard configuration during

these same flight conditions. Potential ECP measures are

discussed and their correlation with PRP pilot ratings obtained

during flight test or flight simulator test determines their

retention as effective system performance and evaluation

measures. The non-dimensional logarithmic nature of the rn-
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tained ECP system performance descriptors allows their com-

bination by logarithmic summation and their correlation with

the PRP pilot ratings is determined. The combination of ECP

eaurs having the highest correlation with pilot ratings

is retained for final system evaluation.
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APDIX

Two tests were conducted where 32 subjects, 11 pilots,

and 21 non-pilots rated the increasing workload based on the

Cooper-Harper descriptive laruage regarding aircraft

characteristics,demands oi, the pilot, and adequacy of the air-

*raft for selected task or required operation. The required

operation was limited to takeoff, landing or cruise under

visual flight rules and non-turbulent weather.

In test one, the 32 subjects estimated the increasing

workload for each Cooper-Harper pilot rating one through 10

reference a standard aircraft with a pilot rating of one, i.e.,

a C-H rating of one. This C-H rating number one was given a

standard workload rating of 10. Where the aircraft character-

istics and demands on the pilot are doubled the subjects gave

that C-H number a rating of 20. When that workload doubled

they entered 40 and 80 for the next doubling, etc.

In test two, conducted 60-days later, the 32 subjects

rated the increasing and decreasing workload but Cooper-

Harper pilot rating 6 was given a workload standard rating

of 10. The test subjects rated as in test one but also where

workload was one-half they entered 5 and one-half of that

workload they entered 2.5, etc.
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i MOZX (Cont'd)

The hypothesis tested and the results of the tests were

as follows:

C-8 Rating:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Hypothesis Tested (Log Workload Ratio):

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Test 1 (Log Workload Ratio):

0 0.04 0.176 0.3 0.43 0.57 0.76 0.92 1.1 1.25
Standard

Test 2 (Log Workload Ratio):
-0.04 -0.16 0.11 0.3 0.462 0.57 0.84 1.0 1.28 1.55

Standard
Hypothesis Tested (Workload Ratio):

1 1.25 1.58 2 2.5 3.16 4. 5. 6.5 8.0

Test I (Workload Ratio):

1 1.1 1.5 2 2.7 3.7 5.7 8.3 12.7 18.0
Standard

Test 2 (Workload Ratio):

0.37 0.65 1.3 2 2.9 3.7 6.9 10.4 19.0 35.5Standard

The rating of the pilots was not significantly different from

the non-pilots.
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APPMIX B

Steps In Systems Evaluation

1. Set the system evaluation goals: Operationally define what

is being rated. (See Page 14, Section (1) through Section (5)

for examples.)

2. Select the aircraft standard configuration for comparison pur-

poses only. It is one with which the raters are most familiar

and is readily available for flight. (See Page 18 for dis-

cussion.)

3. Train the raters regarding what is being rated and what the

system evaluation goal is using operational definitions and

the magnitude estimation technique reference a standard

workload (or what is being evaluated as defined in Step 1)

of 10 for the comparison system. (See Page 14 for discussion.)

4. Select the flight test data ECP measures that will be moni-

tored and recorded regarding test and standard system per-

formance. (See Page 9 for discussion of ECP examples.)

5. Raters fly the selected standard aircraft on the chosen time

segment of a required flight operation such as an ILS

approach and learn that the operationally defined workload

(or what is being evaluated as defined in Step 1) is equal

to 10.

6. Raters fly the test aircraft on the same time segment of the

chosen flight operation such as an ILS approach and obtain

pilot ratings of the operationally defined workload (or
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i
what is being rated) set in Step 1. Use magnitude estima-

tion to judge how workload compares to the arbitrarily

chosen but learned standard. If double, rate it 20, if

one-half rate it 5, etc. (See Page 7 for discussion.)

7. Record selected flight test data, ECP measures, during the

operation of both the test and standard aircraft for which

pilot ratings, PRP magnitude estimates of workload, are

obtained and a standard operationally defined workload (or

what is being rated aa, iet in Step 1) of 10 set for the

standard aircraft.

8. Compute pilot magnitude estimates of workload:

10 log [i
9. Compute system flight test data measures:

BCP a 10 log Ptest] in decivals, dV for each selected

important system variable selected in Step 4.

10. Determine the quantified relationship ranging from zero to

plus or minus 1, i.e. the product-moment correlation

coefficientu PRP . ECP between all the pilot ratings deter-

mined in Step 8 with the corresponding flight test data

measures selected in Step 9. (See Reference 6 for detailed

explanation of the correlation coefficient.)
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11. Retain those measures which correlate highly with the pilot

ratings. Discard those which lack correlation. Combine

by logarithmic summation those measures which correlated

best with pilot ratings. (Independent ECP measures)

12. Compute the correlation between the combined ECP measures

retained and pilot ratings where SIRP . ECP equals +1.0

is perfect correlation and zero is none. (See Page 16

for discussion of interpretation of RP . ECP and system

evaluation results.)

This is the degree of effectiveness of the system evaluation

and provides a check on the predictive value of the flight

test data as well as the reliability of the pilot ratings,

PRP. As more system evaluations using the method are com-

pleted there will be a growing identification of which flight

test data measures, ECP, are the best predictors of the opera-

tionally defined system evaluation goals set in Step 1.
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21atifed ,ptem PexpayreM ator Pilost all COntroller

The addition of mathematical, operational definitions of workload and

system performance language to quantify precisely and denote exactly

the increasing and decreasing rate associated with the present (revised)

Cooper-Harper )* rating scale language is suggested as a way to aid the

test pilot in rating aircraft. This will also aid the aviation comunity#

users, designers, systems analysts, scientists, engineers, etc., in better

understanding of what the rating means.

It is suSgested, based on tests and ideas contained in reference (2), that

by definition, the first Cooper-Harper rating of 1.0 be assigned a workload

(standard) ratio of 1.O. The workload, again by definition, associate! "4jch

the Cooper-Harper rating of 4,0 is now assigned a workload ratio (compared to

the standard) of .0 or a doubling of workload due to the language presently

assigned to the Cooper-Harper rating. Again by definition, the workload

associated with a Cooper-Harper rating of 7.0 is assigned a workload ratio

(compared to the standard) of 4.0. This is a doubling of the workload

associated with the change in language from a Cooper-Harper rating of

4.0 to one of ?.0. In similar fashion by definition the workload asso-

ciated with the language of a Cooper-Harper rating of 10 is assigned a

workload ratio (compared to the standard) of 8.0. This is a doubling of

the workload associated with a change in the language from a Cooper-

Harper rating of 7.0 to one of 10.

This procedure has by definition fixed the rate of doubling of workload/

system performance every third block starting from the first Cooper-

Harper rating of |.0. This gives us at this point the following exact

*Denotes reference number
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definition of workload *nd its rate of increase/decrease associated with

the present language of the Cooper-Harper rating scale:

Cooper-arper Rating: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Workload Ratios 1.0 2.0 4.0 8.0

The Log Workload Ratio: 0 0.3 0.6 0.9

It only remains at this point to perceive that this defines and assigns

quantified workload values to the present Cooper-Harper rating scale in

an easily understood fashion, the doubling of workload every third rating.

This by happy accident (serendipity) is a logarithmic scale and, therefore,

the intervening blocks are also defined to be logarithmic which establishes

for the complete Cooper-Harper rating scale the rate at which pilot mental

and physical workload varies with the language associated with each

rating.

The workload for the Cooper-Harper scale is, therefore, defined as follows:

Cooper-Harper Rating: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Workload Ratio: 1.0 1.25 1.6 2.0 2.5 3.2 4.0 5.0 6.4 8.0

The Log Workload Ratio: 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

The defined workload ratio associated with each rating is seen to double

with every third rating as follows:

Cooper-Harper Rating: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Workload Ratio: 1.0 1.25 1.6 2.0 2.5 3.2 4.0 5.0 6.4 8.0



This quantified definition of workload, therefore, simplifies the rating

task for the test pilot raters, i.e., the doubling or halving of workload

in relation to the language contained in each rating block every third

block. As a result, the increasing aircraft system evaluation rating

scale is logarithmic. The distances between the ratings are now, by

definition, equal to one-tenth (0.3) loggrithaic units apart.

The workload ratios from rating block to rating block can, therefore,

be precisely defined., The workload ratios are, of course, the antilogs

or the numbers whose logarithm defines the amount of workload associated

with each rating block.

This quantifying of the workload associated with each pilot rating not

only simplifies the rating task for the pilot but perhaps most importantly

helps to quantify and therefore simplify the analysis of the data aso-

ciated with many pilots and many flights, etc.

Revised quantified rating forms for aircraft, air traffic control, and

system evaluation in general are contained in the Appendix.
4

Workload for syjtems in general is defined as the total work associated

with all mental and physical tasks per unit time period required to

successfully complete the selected task or required operation under a

given system configuration and operating conditions.

In each caep definition of the required operation involves designation of

the system phase and/or subphase with accompanying conditions.

.. . ... . . . . ... . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. ..



The pilot# air traffic controller, or system operator ratings are

arbitrarily called decivals (dV). A decival (d) is equal to 10 log1 o

(quantified workload ratio). The decival is selected rather than

decibel (dB) to clearly distinguish it from the reference level used

in electrical enineering practice. The decival may also be used in

systm(s) evaluation. The reference level is defined by the language

associated with the system in the first rating block which has a

defined value of 10.

Workload Ratio: 1.0 1.25 1.6 2.0 2.5 3.2 4.0 5.0 6.4 8.0

Log 0 . .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9

dV 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

DISCUSSION

The quantified system performance/pilot, controller, operator workload

rating scale provides a continuum of possible ratings ranging from 0 to 9

decivals. This is a continuum ranging in terms of system performance/

workload ratios from the baseline condition of 1/1 or I to 8/i, 8 times

or 3 doublings of the defined baseline condition. The pilots, air traffic

controllers, or operators of any system may make magnitude estimate judge-

nents of the system performance/workload anchored not only at the baseline

but at a total of 10 points by the language of reference (i) already in

wide use to rate the handling qualities of aircraft.
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The quantified continuous nature of the scale provides both the rater

and the scientist, engineer, systems analyst, etc., with an infinite

number of possible ratings. These ratings may not only be located at the

10 points defined by the language describing the system perforance/work-

load but at any point in between these points.

1or example, the rater and system analyst finally have a way of deter-

minng where a system is precisely which may be between the third and

fourth rating choices in systm performance/workload. The rater is not

limited, for example, to a judgement of either 1.6 or 2.0 timse the

quantified workload. The rater may select these values which are defined

by the language of reference (1) or may interpolate to any value in between

to describe his exact magnitude estimate rating of the system performance/

workload.

CONCLSIOWS

Three quantified continuous system performance/workload rating scales ae

presented for use in obtaining pilot, air tralfic controller ratings of

aircraft and air traffic control systems, and user/operator ratings of

any system.

The addition of mathematical, operational definitions of system performance/

workload language is sugested to quantify precisely the exact ratio associated

with the presotnt (revised) Cooper-Harper rating scale language as a way to

aid test pilots, air traffic controll'rs, etc., in rating aircraft and air

iraffic control systems. This approaCa simplifies analyses and improves

the understanding of the meaning of averages of pooled rafings of system

operators/users.
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The Three Forma
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